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Abstract 
Recent manufacturing systems including application software for production control are required to have high flexibility and fast changeability. 
In response to this, this paper proposes the development and operation methodology for production control applications which are configured 
by cooperation of manufacturing software units provided by different vendors using capability profiling technology. In this methodology, a 
profile matcher uses the manufacturing software capability profile repository to find and select adequate software units by capability profile 
matching with the required capability profile. The manufacturing software capability profile repository can be organized using a standardized 
method given by ISO 16100 to describe capabilities of manufacturing software units in terms of the capability profile. Based on information 
from the matcher’s output, the production control application has been configured by combining selected software units. The application 
configurator organizes the production control application by plug-and-play of software units which match the capability profile with the 
requirement. A profile matcher has been implemented. The experimentation that configured an application in a cloud environment that 
communicates with the equipment on the floor has been successfully done on a commercially available cloud service. This trial shows the 
potential for the proposed methodology as a solution for a quick and flexible configuration of a production control system. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the International Scientific Committee of “The 47th CIRP Conference on Manufacturing 
Systems” in the person of the Conference Chair Professor Hoda ElMaraghy. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently in the manufacturing business, products are 
diversified into various kinds and the lifecycles of products 
and development time become foreshortened. Corresponding 
to these trends, manufacturing systems including application 
software are required to have high flexibility and fast 
changeability such as a quick start of new production lines and 
smooth changes of a production line. Thus, it is important to 
configure production control applications expeditiously and 
freely. On the other hand, there are many vendors who provide 
software units, and there are various types of software units 
for manufacturing applications. For a quick and flexible 
configuration of production control system, the production 
control application is constructed by a combination of 
manufacturing software units which are a fit with the client’s 
requests.  
APSOM (Advanced Planning and Scheduling Organization 
for Manufacturing) has been active since 2003 in the area of  
cooperation of factory floor and IT tools. APSOM provided 
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PSLX (Planning and scheduling Language on XML 
specifications) which specifies a standardized description of 
information exchanged between ERP (Enterprise Resource 
Planning) / MES (Manufacturing Execution System) and 
scheduling software[1]. PSLX enhanced the horizontal 
cooperation of software in the stocking phase, production 
phase and sales phase. PSLX contributed to IEC 62264-3[2]. 
The IEC 62264 standards define generic logical models for 
exchanging product and process information between business 
and manufacturing levels of enterprise applications[3]. On the 
other hand, APSOM MESX-JP (Manufacturing Execution 
System on XML Joint Project) developed the MESX protocol 
which specifies the exchanged information among planning 
software and production control software[4]. The authors are 
active members of the MESX-JP. The MESX protocol 
enhances the vertical cooperation of software on the planning 
and scheduling level, production management level and 
production floor level.   
To fulfill the above requirement for a quick and flexible 
configuration of production control system, in addition to the 
MESX protocol, selecting function of manufacturing  software 
units which fits the requirement and plug-and-play mechanism 
of selected software units are required from a cloud 
environment. By using cloud computing technologies for the 
development of a manufacturing software system, quick 
configuration, quick setup and quick release of a system has 
become possible and  the system development cost is 
reduced[5][6]. The objective of this paper is to provide the 
development and operation methodology for production 
control applications which are configured by cooperation of 
manufacturing software units provided by different vendors 
using capability profiling technology on the cloud 
environment.  
2. Production control system 
2.1. Target domain 
The production control system includes a manufacturing 
operation management system. The target domain of a 
production control system is in the range from level 4 to level 
2 according to the functional hierarchy given by IEC  62264. 
Each level in the hierarchy provides specialized functions as 
shown on the left of Fig. 1. Level 4 defines the business 
related activities needed to manage a manufacturing 
organization. Level 3 defines the activities of work flow to 
produce the desired end products. Level 2 defines the 
activities of monitoring and controlling the physical 
processes[2]. 
The above  target domain is called the MESX-A domain in 
this paper.  The right side of  Fig. 1 shows the Production 
control system in the MESX-A domain. In Fig. 1, as an 
example, the production control system is constructed by 
vertical connection of the MRP (Manufacturing Resource 
Planning) software, MES software and software for physical 
device control. The MESX protocol is used for information 
exchange  between the  software.  
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Fig. 1. Production control system in MESX-A domain. 
A: Integrating Management and Factory Control (MESX-A domain)
A1.0: master production scheduling and order processing
A1.1: master production schedule registration
A1.2: production plan registration
A2.0: production scheduling and resource allocation
A2.1: net resource requirement computation 
A2.2: production scheduling
A2.3: manufacturing execution scheduling
A3.0: manufacturing execution management 
A3.1: operation control
A3.2: process support engineering
A3.3: quality management
A3.9: material and energy control
A4.0: product shipping management
A7.0: equipment control
A7.1: manufacturing execution
A7.2: equipment monitoring
A8.0: manufacturing resource information management
A8.1: product manufacturing knowledge
A8.2: manufacturing units information
A8.3: manufacturing execution knowledge  
Fig. 2. A part of activity tree for MESX-A domain. 
2.2. Activity tree for MESX-A domain 
Hierarchical relations among activities in the MESX-A 
domain are represented as an activity tree. Fig. 2 shows a part 
of the activity tree for the MESX-A domain. MESX-A is 
entirely an activity A “Integrating Management and Factory 
Control.” This activity consists of eight activities from 
activity A1.0 “master production scheduling and order 
processing” to activity A8.0 “manufacturing resource 
information management.” Activity A1.0 consists of two sub 
activities A1.1 “master production schedule registration” and 
A1.2 “production plan registration.”  The activity A2.0 
“production scheduling and resource allocation” consists of 
three sub activities A2.1 “net resource requirement 
computation”, A2.2 “production scheduling” and A2.3 
“manufacturing execution scheduling” and so on. These 
activity names in this activity tree are used to represent the 
capability of a manufacturing software unit as a capability 
profile.   
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3. Configuration mechanism of a production control 
system 
3.1. Configuration procedure 
The proposed configuration mechanism of a production 
control system which is constructed by cooperation of 
software units provided by different vendors is shown in Fig. 
3. The configuration procedure is as follows. 
(1) Each manufacturing software unit vendor produces a 
capability profile of his own software by following ISO 
16100. The resulting capability profiles are registered in 
the capability profile library on the cloud environment[7].   
(2) The client who wants to develop a control system for his 
production line, describes the required capabilities in the 
requirement profile and inputs it to the profile matcher in 
the cloud environment. The profile matcher matches the 
requirement profile to the capability profiles in the library 
and picks up candidates of manufacturing software units.  
(3) Each process of the selected manufacturing software unit 
is copied in the virtual machine in the cloud environment. 
(4) System configuration is done by setting up system 
parameters of each software unit's process and by plug in 
to the virtual objects.  
(5) The configured production control application on the 
virtual machine in the cloud environment, controls the 
production line through by proxy.   
3.2. ISO 16100 series 
ISO 16100 which is titled ‘Manufacturing Software 
Capability Profiling for Interoperability,’ enables 
manufacturing software integration by providing the 
following: 1) standard interface specifications that allow 
information exchange among software in industrial 
automation systems developed by different vendors, 2) 
software capability profiling using a standardized method to 
enable users to select software that meet their functional 
requirements, and 3) a conformance test method. The ISO 
16100 methodology is applicable and usable for developing 
general software applications [8][9][10]. In this paper, 
capability profile technology specified by ISO 16100 is used 
to search and select adequate manufacturing software units 
which suit functional requirements to construct a production 
control system. In ISO 16100, software which constructs an 
application are called software units. In other word, a 
manufacturing application system including production 
control system consists of several software units.  
4. Selection of software units for application requirements 
4.1. Capability profiling of a manufacturing software unit 
The vendor of manufacturing software produces a 
capability profile for his own developed software. The 
capability profile is described using XML followed by ISO 
16100. A capability profile contains a Common Part and a 
Specific Part. The Common Part contains common general 
items such as a referenced activity tree, software name and 
version. The Specific Part contains its own capability 
description by means of an activity in the activity tree. Fig. 4 
shows an example of a capability profile for the scheduling 
software. This example uses the MESX-A activity tree 
mentioned in 2.2. This software has two capabilities: an A2.2 
activity and an A2.3 activity. Information exchange relations 
such as required input data, output data and protocol type are 
also described. A completed capability profile is registered 
into the Capability  Profile Library as capability profile of 
available manufacturing software units.  
4.2. Description of requirement for an application system 
Requirements for an application system are decomposed 
into required activities in the activity tree. Then, requirements 
for an application are represented into a required capability 
profile of ISO 16100. In this paper, the requirements for a 
production control system are decomposed into activities in a  
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Fig. 3. Configuration mechanism of production control system. 
...............
<Common>
<MSU_Capability>
<ID>A2-0001</ID>
</MSU_Capability>
<ReferenceCapabilityClassStructure   id="CCS-MESX-A" name="Integrating 
Management  and Factory Control" version="3" url="" />
<Capability_Class_Name   name=""/>
<Reference_Capability_Class_Structure_Name   name="" />
<Version   minor="0" major="1" />
<ComputingFacilities>
<OperatingSystem type="Windows" />
</ComputingFacilities>
</Common>
<Specific>
<Activity   id="A2.2" name="production scheduling" >
<InterfaceSpec>
<ListenTo   id="A1.0" name="master production scheduling and 
order processing" />
<MeadiaProtocol   id="Ethernet" />
<BasicProtocol   id="PSLX-KVS" />
<Encoding   id="PPS" version="2" />
<ApplicationProtocol   id="MESX" />
</InterfaceSpec>
<Scheduling attr1="Logics">
<Logic type="PriorityOnDueDate">
.................... (snip) .............
</Logic>
</Scheduling>
</Activity>
<Activity   id="A2.3" name="manufacturing execution scheduling" >
<InterfaceSpec>
<TalkTo   id="A3.0" name="manufacturing execution management"/>
<MeadiaProtocol   id="Ethernet" />
<BasicProtocol   id="PSLX-KVS" />
................. (snip) ................
Referenced Activity Tree 
Own  Activity #1 
Cooperating MSU's information
Other specific information
Own  Activity #2 
Cooperating MSU's information
 
Fig. 4. An example of capability profile for the scheduling software. 
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MESX-A activity tree. Fig. 5 shows an example of the 
required capability profile for a production control system. In 
this example, three activities: A2.3, A2.3 and A3.1 are 
required in the manufacturing software units (MSU). The 
relationship among software units are also described as 
cooperating software unit's information.  
...............
<Common>
<Requirement>
<ID>"Production Management System with MESX"</ID>
</Requirement>
<ReferenceCapabilityClassStructure id="CCS-MESX-A" name="Integrating 
Management and Factory Control" version="3" url="" />
................. (snip) ................
</Common>
<Specific>
<Activity   id="A2.2" name="production scheduling" >
<InformationExchange>
<ListenTo   id="A1.0" name="master production scheduling and 
order processing" />
<MeadiaProtocol   id="Ethernet" />
<BasicProtocol   id="PSLX-KVS" />
<Encoding   id="PPS" version="2" />
<ApplicationProtocol   id="MESX" />
</InformationExchange >
</Activity>
<Activity   id="A2.3" name="manufacturing execution scheduling" >
<InformationExchange>
<ListenTo id="A1.0" name="master production scheduling and 
order processing" />
<TalkTo   id="A3.0" name="manufacturing execution management"/>
................. (snip) ................
</InformationExchange >
</Activity>
<Activity   id="A3.1" name="operation control" >
<InformationExchange>
<ListenTo id="A2.0" name="production scheduling and resource allocation"/>
<TalkTo   id="A3.0" name="manufacturing execution management"/>
................. (snip) ................
</InformationExchange >
</Activity>
................. (snip) ................
Referenced Activity Tree 
Required  Activity #1 
Required  
Activity #2 
Required  Activity #3 
Cooperating MSU's information
Cooperating MSU's information
Cooperating MSU's information
 
Fig. 5. An example of  required capability profile  
for a production control system. 
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Fig. 6. Trial implementation of the matcher. 
4.3. Selection procedure using the capability profile matcher 
The selection of an adequate manufacturing software unit 
is done by using the profile matcher. The profile matcher 
analyses a required capability profile to get required activities 
and lists capability profiles of manufacturing software units 
which have at least one matched activity with the required 
activities. This listing is done by look-up in the capability 
profile library. Next, the matcher checks connectivity among 
software units based on capability profiles and lists the set of 
candidate software units which can cooperate with each other.  
The profile matcher is implemented experimentally. Fig. 6 
are displays of output from the matcher.  Fig. 6(1) shows the 
required activities as a result of the required capability profile 
analysis. Here are three activities A2.2, A2.3 and A3.1. 
Activity A2.2 requires information from activity A2.3 and  
activity A2.3 requires information from activity A3.1. Fig. 
6(2) shows candidates of manufacturing software units (MSU) 
which have one of the required activities. A list of 
manufacturing software units which has the function of 
activity A2.2 is shown on the left line. The middle line is for 
the activity A2.3 and the right line is for activity A3.1. When 
one of the software units on the left list is selected, the 
software units which are not able to cooperate, are shown in 
grey color. Fig. 6(3) shows the finally selected manufacturing 
software units with the necessary information for system 
configuration. 
5. Cooperation of manufacturing software in the cloud 
environment 
5.1. System configuration 
According to the output from the profile matcher, the 
application system is configured and generated on the cloud 
environment. Fig. 7 shows the configuration and generation 
procedure for a production control system. The system 
configurator produces an adequate configuration based on the 
software unit information from the profile matcher, and 
installs the system generator to a virtual machine on the cloud 
environment. The system generator sets parameters for the 
installer of manufacturing software unit, invokes the installer, 
and connects the  installer with the operation console through 
the application bus. The system operator invokes the virtual 
objects of the manufacturing software units through the 
operation console[11].  
5.2. Execution of application by cooperation of 
manufacturing software units 
Experimentation for the cooperation of manufacturing 
software units in the cloud environment has been performed. 
The structure of the experimental system is shown in Fig. 8. 
On the commercially available cloud environment: AWS 
(Amazon Web Service), the example production control 
system is configured by two manufacturing software units. 
One of the software units is the commercially available 
scheduling software: ASTPLANNER which is located at level 
4 in the IEC 62264 hierarchy, the other is also a commercially 
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available process control software: EXPIO which is located at 
level 3. The production control system is manually configured 
and generated on AWS based on information from the profile 
matcher. In the experimentation, the scheduling software and 
process control software cooperate and control the PLC 
(Programmable Logic Controller) on the production line. The 
two software communicate through MQ (Message Queue)  
using MESX protocol. PLC also communicates the trial 
production control system using the MESX protocol. In Fig. 9, 
the conditions of experimentation are shown. Fig. 9(1) shows 
the sending of the manufacturing execution schedule from the 
scheduling software to the process control software. Fig. 9(2) 
is a part of received manufacturing execution schedule on the 
process control software.  
6. Requirements for standardization 
In the experimental system, scheduling software in level 4 
of IEC 62264 functional hierarchy in Fig. 1 and process 
control software in level 3 cooperate with each other. This 
experiment demonstrates the availability and usability of the 
proposed methodology. However, in an actual production 
control system, high flexibility and fast changeability such as 
a quick start of new production lines and smooth changes of a 
production line, are achieved by a flexible combination and 
cooperation of software which reside in less-than-or-equal-to 
level 2. At these low levels there are many specialized 
manufacturing software available from various different 
developers depending on the produced product type, 
production style, production line configuration and devices 
which construct a production line. The proposed methodology 
works more effective for such situations. From this view point, 
to consolidate the proposed methodology for a quick and 
flexible configuration of the production control system, the 
following standardizations are expected to be discussed in 
newly developed standards such as the ISO 16300 
‘Interoperability of capability units for manufacturing 
application solutions’ series.    
x A method for developing the activity tree as a 
manufacturing   domain model. An activity tree is a basis 
of the capability descriptions on a capability profile.  
x A method for analysis of requirements for the developed 
application system to decompose into activities on the 
activity tree. Usually, the client has requirements for the 
whole application. The client does not care about the 
technical structure of the application. Furthermore, the 
client never takes care of a software unit’s activity and 
software units which are construction elements of the 
application. However, the activities of a software unit 
should be described in the required capability profile for 
the application system.  
x A structure of a capability profile library and construction 
rules for a capability profile library. A capability profile 
library is an open repository of e-catalogs for 
manufacturing software units which are provided by 
various vendors. A conformance test method for  
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Activity diagram for system configurator and generator. 
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Fig. 8. Structure of the experimental production control system. 
 
(1) display of sending manufacturing execution schedule  
from ASTPLANNER to EXPIO 
 
(2) display of receiving manufacturing execution schedule on EXPIO 
Fig. 9. Trial execution of software cooperation in the cloud environment. 
registration of the library is required. Also an access 
protocol to the library is needed.  
x The contents and format of the output report by the profile 
matcher. The application software system is configured 
according to the information about selected software units 
by the matcher. Necessary and sufficient information for 
configuration should be in the report.  
7. Conclusions 
In this paper, the development and operation methodology 
for production control applications is proposed. In this 
methodology, production control applications are configured 
by cooperation of manufacturing software units provided by 
different developers using capability profiling technology. 
This methodology fulfils the requirements for application 
software for production control to have high flexibility and 
fast changeability. The production control application is 
organized in the cloud environment by plug-and-play of 
manufacturing software units which match the capability 
profile with the requirements. A profile matcher which selects 
adequate software units by capability profile matching with 
the required capability profile has been implemented in a trial. 
Cooperation of manufacturing software in the cloud 
environment has been successfully demonstrated. An 
application system configurator and generator has been 
designed, but unfortunately implementation remains as work 
for the future. In addition, further experimentations for 
configuration of the lower level production line control 
software is also expected. As a result, the proposed 
methodology will provide usefulness for quick and smooth 
configuration changes of manufacturing applications 
especially for production floor control in the future.  
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